
















Fn+Z=BT1. Press and hold for 3 seconds, the red and blue lights flash alternately, and 
the Bluetooth is in the pairing state. If paired already, tap again to reconnect.

Fn+X=BT2. Press and hold for 3 seconds, the red and blue lights flash alternately, and 
the Bluetooth is in the pairing state. If paired already, tap again to reconnect.

FN+B=Turn on 2.4G, Press and hold the B button for 3 seconds and the white light will 
flash. B key is restored to the default when connected successfully.

1. The ON/OFF switch on the back is a wired, wireless (battery) switch. It is unable to 
connect using wireless mode in wired mode.

2. In wireless mode, Bluetooth and 2.4G can be switched directly through the combin
ation key

3. In 2.4G mode, you need to enter pairing first, and then insert the receiver (you also 
need to pair first and then insert the receiver after resetting)

4. In Bluetooth mode, when pressing FN key Z/X/C，one of the keys will flash blue to di
splay the current channel

5. FN+Z/X/C keys can directly switch Bluetooth devices

6. When FN is pressed, the B key will light up in white to indicate that 2.4G is being used
 in the link. Press FN+B to switch from Bluetooth mode to 2.4G mode & pairing mode

Press FN+right alt to check the battery through the light color of the right Alt button.

In wired mode，

Green light=fully charged

Blue light =charging 

In Bluetooth mode,       

green light = 100%~95% blue light = 95%~50%

yellow light = 50%~20% red light = Less than 20%

2.4G

Reminder:



FN+O=Pause FN+J=Insert FN+K=Home

FN+L=Page Up FN+M=Delete FN+<,=End

FN+>.=Page Down
FN+;:=Light effect to the left 

(some dynamic lighting effects support)

FN+’”=light effect to the right (some dynamic lighting effects support) 
                           FN+right shift=open driver/close driver

Fn+Tab=Restore the keyboard to factory settings (press and hold for 5 seconds)

      FN+}]=software light switch 
(user can change it through driver)



FN+|\=Hardware light switch

                                FN+↑=Increase the brightness of the light
 (the ↑ key after the fourth gear is adjusted to the highest gear, the red light flashes three times)

                  FN+↓=The brightness of the light is weakened
 (the red light flashes three times after the ↓ key is adjusted to the highest gear corresponding to the fourth gear)

                 FN+→= speed up the light effect 
(the fourth gear corresponds to the highest gear, and the red light flashes three times)

FN+Space=FN key function lock

Fn+Capslock=Switch the color of the default lighting effect of the keyboard
                                   (red-orange-yellow-green-cyan-blue-purple-white-return to backlight)

Ps：With the keyboard in profile1, when the FN key is pressed, the Q key lights up in white

                                      FN+N=All keys without overrun, switch six keys without overrun
 (press fn+n nkey three times and the red light flashes to indicate that the switch is successful; press FN n key, the red light indicates no overrun of all 
                                                                            keys, and no prompt will be given if there is no overrun of six keys)

FN+Enter=Enter power-saving mode Press fn+enter for 3 seconds to enter power-saving mode, all
 backlights are turned off, only the upper and lower case indicators, win key lock, alt indicator, and
 full key no-rush indicator are left (fn+enter 3 seconds to exit power saving mode)

 (if the FN key is successfully locked, the fn key lights up in red, and 
when unlocked, the red light goes out. Press fn+space again to release)

             FN+←=The speed of the light effect becomes slower 
(the red light flashes three times after the ← key is adjusted to the highest gear corresponding to the fourth gear)

               FN+Win=Win key to lock/unlock
 (win key turns on red light when lock is successful, red light turns off when unlocked)



FN+backspace=turn off backlight, turn on backlight, turn off all lights




